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The adhesion of TiO2 (anatase structure) nanoparticles to kaolinite substrate was investigated 
using molecular modeling. Universal force field computation, density function theory 
computation, and a combination of both two approaches were used. This study enabled the 
adhesion energy for the TiO2/kaolinite nanocomposite to be estimated, and revealed the 
preferred orientation of the TiO2 nanoparticles on the kaolinite substrate. The results of all 
three levels of computation were compared in order to show that the accuracy of universal 
force field computations is sufficient in this context. The role of nanoparticle size and the 
importance of the nanoparticle–substrate bonding contribution are presented here and 
discussed. A comparison of the molecular modeling results with scanning electron 
microscopy observations showed that the results of the modeling were consistent with the 
experimental data, and that this approach can be used to help characterize nanocomposites of 
the nanoparticle/phyllosilicate substrate type. 
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Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a widely studied semiconductor with a great number of practical 
applications due to not only its high refractive index and therefore high whiteness (useful in 
the cosmetic industry [1] and for paper coating [2]) but also (indeed mainly) its photocatalytic 
activity. Among the three crystallographic modifications of the TiO2 structure: rutile, 
brookite, and anatase, the latter exhibits the highest photocatalytic activity and is therefore the 
most frequently studied, especially in relation to the photodegradation of environmental 
pollutants [3,4,5]. The surface and structural properties of TiO2 as well as many other 
examples of its practical applications can be found in [6], while the photodegradation 
mechanism of TiO2 is summarized, for example, in [7] and [8]. In spite of the fact that TiO2 is 
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currently regarded as a nontoxic material [9,10], the possibility that it is a biohazard has still 
not been ruled out [11]. Therefore, materials containing TiO2 nanoparticles pose a threat due 
to the danger of releasing nanoparticles into the environment [12,13]. Since the question of its 
toxicity remains open, the release of TiO2 nanoparticles from materials into the environment 
must be restrained. The simplest way to do this is to grow the TiO2 nanoparticles on the 
surface of a suitable substrate and anchor them to it. Anchoring TiO2 nanoparticles to a 
crystalline substrate also allows easy manipulation (it is very difficult to manipulate single 
nanoparticles). Kaolinite (KLT), which belongs to the serpentinite–kaolinite group, is a 
dioctahedral phyllosilicate of 1:1 layer type. This phyllosilicate contains only a negligible 
amount of substitutions. It is a cheap and abundant natural material that represents (due to its 
unique crystallochemical properties) an excellent substrate for anchoring metal oxide 
nanoparticles [14,15]. The structure of KLT can be seen in Fig. 1.  
 
 
Fig. 1 A side view of the KLT structure, including the thickness of the layer and the basal spacing. Si: beige, Al: 
pink, O: red, H: white.  
 
Nanocomposite TiO2/KLT is a material that combines properties of both of its components. 
The nanoparticles anchored on the KLT substrate retain their photoactivity and do not 
endanger either the environment or human health. Moreover, manipulating the TiO2/KLT 
nanocomposite is much easier than manipulating pure TiO2 nanoparticles, so the separation of 
TiO2/KLT can be accomplished by filtration or (in the case of bigger KLT particles) by 
sedimentation. Various methods of preparing TiO2/KLT have been reported, including the use 
of TiCl4 [16,17,18] or Ti(IV) alkoxides (i.e., Ti(IV) propoxide [19] or Ti(IV) butoxide 
[14,20]) as precursors. Moreover, chemical or thermal pretreatment of KLT is commonly used 
[14,16,17,20]. In the experimental part of our work, we prepared TiO2/KLT using KLT in the 
as-received state and the very efficient and cheap precursor TiOSO4 [21,22]. The research 
presented in this report focused on the molecular modeling of the KLT/TiO2 nanocomposite. 
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Molecular mechanics and DFT computations were chosen for this purpose. While DFT 
computations on the structure and energetics of stoichiometric anatase surfaces as well as the 
formation energies of the most common orientations of the anatase have been performed by 
Lazzeri et al. [23,24], to our knowledge no DFT computational results that have focused 
directly on the structure and stability of the KLT/TiO2 nanocomposite have been published. 
Molecular modeling using the universal force field has proven to be a useful tool when 
investigating the structure and stability of nanoparticle/clay nanocomposites [25,26]. Our first 
aim was to compare the results of DFT computations with those of universal force field 
computations in order to show that universal force field computations are sufficiently accurate 
for our purposes, and that the results obtained from them are similar to those gained from the 
DFT calculations. Our second aim was to predict the structure (by searching for the best 
mutual crystallographic orientation of TiO2 and KLT) and stability (by computing the 
adhesion energy between the TiO2 nanoparticles and the KLT substrate) in order to 
complement the information obtained by experimental analyses of real samples of the 
KLT/TiO2 nanocomposite described in our recent paper [21]. 
 
2. Strategy for modeling 
 
2.1. Modeling conditions of empirical force field computations  
 
Molecular modeling with the universal force field (UFF) [27] as implemented in the Accelrys 
Materials Studio modeling environment was used to study the adhesion forces between the 
TiO2 nanoparticles and KLT substrate. Considering that Ti
4+
 is present in our models, we 
could not use any of following force fields: consistent-valence force field [28], Teppen force 
field [29,30], CLAY force field [31], Morse charge equilibration force field [32], or the 
Dreiding force field [33]. Atomic charges were calculated by the QEq (charge equilibration) 
method [34], which has been shown to be suitable for clay-based nanocomposites 
[35,36,37,38]. The Smart algorithm (i.e., a cascade of the steepest descent, conjugate gradient, 
and quasi-Newton optimization algorithms) was used, with 50,000 iteration steps. 
Convergence criteria were 1 × 10−4 kcal for the energy and 5 × 10−5 Å for the displacement. 
The optimization of the initial models using UFF is denoted as “UFF opt.” below. 
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2.2. Modeling conditions for DFT computations 
 
In order to (at least roughly) estimate the error in the calculated interaction energies between 
the adsorbed nanoparticles and the surface of the KLT substrate, several model calculations 
were performed at the DFT level. For this purpose, HF/Lan2DZ [39, 40] optimizations were 
performed with singlepoint (SP) calculations of interaction (adhesion) energies at the 
DFT(B3LYP) [41,42] level using the same basis set. Only interparticle distances and the 
mutual orientation of the TiO2 nanoparticle with respect to the surface were optimized. The 
Gaussian G09 program [43] was used for these calculations. The optimization of the inital 
models using DFT is denoted “DFT opt.” below, while the SP adhesion energy evaluation for 
the models optimized using molecular mechanics with the universal force field is denoted 
“DFT/UFF opt.” These energies were determined to estimate the coordination covalent 
contributions, which are not known when the nanoparticle and substrate are in close 
proximity. 
 
2.3. Preparation of the models for empirical force field computations 
 
2.3.1. M1 models 
The structure of “real“ KLT, i.e., (Al7.8Fe
3+
0.16K0.04)(Si8)O20(OH)16, was approximated by 
(Al8)(Si8)O20(OH)16. The KLT structure from [44] was used. The first substrate (the 
tetrahedral surface of KLT) was built as a nonperiodic superstructure containing only the 
tetrahedral sheet of KLT (i.e., aluminum atoms were omitted), as shown in Fig. 2a. The 
tetrahedral sheet contained six Si–O rings, and the overall formula of this substrate was 
Si22O61H34. This idealized model with no cationic substitutions had a total layer charge of 
zero. The size was 2.2 nm×1.5 nm; thickness ~0.5 nm. The second substrate (the octahedral 
surface of KLT) was built as a nonperiodic superstructure containing only the octahedral sheet 
of KLT (i.e., silicon atoms were omitted), as shown in Fig. 2b. This octahedral sheet consisted 
of six Al–O rings, and the overall formula of this substrate was Al16O58H68. This idealized 
model with no cationic substitutions had a total layer charge of zero. The size was 1.9 nm×1.2 
nm; thickness ~ 0.5 nm. The third substrate (the edge of the KLT) was built as a nonperiodic 
superstructure containing fragments of three edges of three KLT layers (see Fig. 2c). Only the 
tetrahedral sheet of KLT was taken into account (i.e., Al atoms were omitted), so the overall 
formula of the prepared substrate was Si8O43H54. This idealized model with no cationic 
substitutions had a total layer charge of zero. The size was 1.5 nm×1.8 nm; thickness ~0.25 
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nm. Six TiO2 nanoparticles (anatase structure [45]) with crystallographic orientations of 




Fig. 2 (a) Optimized M1 model of TiO2(103) nanoparticle anchored to the tetrahedral basal surface of the 
kaolinite [i.e., KLT(001)Si]; (b) Optimized M1 model of the TiO2(103) nanoparticle anchored to the octahedral 
basal surface of the kaolinite [i.e., KLT(001)OH]; (c) Optimized M1 model containing a TiO2(103) nanoparticle 
anchored to the kaolinite edge [i.e., KLT(100)]. Ti: gray, O: red, H: white, Si: beige. 
 
The formulae of the nanoparticle were Ti6O12 in the cases of TiO2(001), TiO2(103), 
TiO2(112); Ti5O10 in the case of TiO2(100); and Ti4O8 in the case of TiO2(110). Because the 
distributions of atoms in the various hkl planes differed, each nanoparticle had a different 
adjacent surface size (see Table 1).  
 
Table 1  
The size of the adjacent surface of each TiO2 nanoparticle and adhesion energies per Å
2
 for the M1 models are 
listed in this table. 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
TiO2 nanoparticle     Size of adjacent     Adhesion energy 
on KLT                   surface (Å2)         (kcal/mol/Å2) 
                                                                                       __________________________________________ 
                                               DFT    DFT/UFF  UFF 
opt.    opt.     opt. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
M_001    91.24    −0.50a   −0.31  −0.69 
M_100    79.51    −1.50   −1.12   −0.81 
M_103    68.85    −1.93b   −1.36   −1.07 
M_110    107.38    −0.71   −0.29   −0.31 
M_112    95.38    −1.55   −1.22   −1.04 
Ma_103_1   68.85    −0.73   −0.65   −0.50 
Ma_103_2   68.85    −0.21  −0.15   −0.52 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
BSSE-corrected values are: a −0.26; b −1.57 
 
The prepared structures of the TiO2 nanoparticles and KLT substrates were identical to those 
of the M1 models mentioned in the section “Preparation of M1 models for DFT 
computations” below; i.e., these models were used for UFF opt., DFT/UFF opt., and DFT opt. 
During the geometry optimization process, the substrates and TiO2 nanoparticles were treated 
as rigid units, which means that the relative positions of the atoms inside each structure were 
fixed; the only motion allowed was that of the TiO2 nanoparticle with respect to the KLT 
substrate. 
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2.3.2. M2 and M3 models 
To obtain a model of reasonable size, the structure of “real“ KLT, i.e., 
(Al7.8Fe
3+
0.16K0.04)(Si8)O20(OH)16, was approximated by (Al8)(Si8)O20(OH)16, as mentioned in 
the section “M1 models” above. The KLT structure from [44] was also used here. The KLT 
substrate was built as a nonperiodic superstructure containing six layers with an overall 
formula of (Al1254)(Si1296)O3156(OH)2640. This idealized model without any tetrahedral cationic 
substitutions had a total layer charge of −6e, which was entirely due to the nonstoichiometry 
at the edges (the edges of phyllosilicate platelets are negatively charged [46]). This negative 
charge arises as a consequence of the attack of positively charged sites at the edges of KLT by 
the SO4
2−
 counteranion during the preparation of the composite from the TiOSO4 precursor 
[47]. This precursor was used to prepare the real KLT/TiO2 nanocomposite [21]. The layer 
charge was compensated by the anchored TiO2 nanoparticle. The size of the KLT substrate 
was 5.1×4.4 nm (i.e., large enough to ensure that the TiO2 nanoparticle was unaffected by the 
KLT substrate margin); thickness ~ 4.2 nm. Basal spacing d001 = 0.74 nm in this model, as this 
corresponds to the value for the real structure [21]. Two sets of TiO2 nanoparticles (anatase 
structure [45]) with crystallographic orientations of (001), (100), (103), (110), and (112) and a 
charge of +6e were prepared. The formula of each nanoparticle in the first set was Ti39O75 
(models containing these smaller nanoparticles were denoted M2 models), while the formula 
of each nanoparticle in the second set was Ti78O153 (models containing these larger 
nanoparticles were denoted M3 models). The nanoparticles from each set were anchored on 
the same KLT substrate. Therefore, models M2 and M3 contained TiO2 nanoparticles with 
two different sizes, but the KLT substrate was the same in both sets of models. In order to 
obtain more realistic results, the TiO2 nanoparticles in both the M2 and the M3 models were 
treated during the UFF opt. without constraints. Because of the size of the models, DFT opt. 
and DFT/UFF opt. (which are much more time consuming) were not used. To enable 
comparison, the TiO2 nanoparticles within each set complied with two conditions: (i) there 
was always the same number of atoms in the whole nanoparticle (114 in the first set and 231 
in the second one), and (ii) there was always the same number of atoms in the plane adjacent 
to the KLT layer (24 atoms in the case of Ti39O75 and 48 atoms in the case of Ti78O153). 
Because the distributions of the atoms in the various hkl planes were not the same, the second 
condition constrains each nanoparticle to have a different adjacent area (see Table 2). The 
initial M2 and M3 models were prepared by anchoring each nanoparticle to one of the three 
possible sites on the KLT substrate: tetrahedral surface [basal SiO surface, denoted 
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KLT(001)Si; see Fig. 3a], octahedral surface [basal OH surface, denoted KLT(001)OH; see 




Fig. 3 (a) Optimized M2 model of a TiO2(112) nanoparticle anchored to the tetrahedral basal surface of kaolinite 
[i.e., KLT(001)Si]; (b) Optimized M2 model of a TiO2(112) nanoparticle anchored to the octahedral basal 
surface of kaolinite [i.e., KLT(001)OH]; (c) Optimized M2 model of a TiO2(112) nanoparticle anchored to the 
kaolinite edge [i.e., KLT(100)]. Ti: gray, O: red, H: white, Si: beige, Al: pink.  
 
Table 2  
The adjacent surface sizes of TiO2 nanoparticles and adhesion energies per Å
2
. The values for both sets of TiO2 
nanoparticles (i.e., M2-TiO2 and M3-TiO2) are shown with respect to all three types of KLT surfaces (i.e., basal 
tetrahedral surface of KLT, edge of KLT, and basal octahedral surface of KLT). 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
TiO2 nanoparticles M2 models       M3 models 
on KLT                       _______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Size of adjacent  Adhesion energy (kcal/mol/Å2)     Size of adjacent      Adhesion energy (kcal/mol/Å2) 
surface (Å2)          surface (Å2)   
 
         KLT(001)  Si KLT(001)  OH KLT(100)                                 KLT(001)  Si KLT(001)  OH KLT(100) 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TiO2(001)   152.6              −13.7           −17.6              −29.4     306.9      −15.3            −20.0            −26.4 
TiO2(100)   131.1              −17.1           −19.1              −31.5     181.4                          −30.0            −31.9            −46.0 
TiO2(103)   172.9              −15.3           −24.8             −26.9          309.0                          −17.6            −21.9            −23.9 
TiO2(110)   291.3              −4.3             −11.5             −14.4     546.2      −10.5            −15.4            −15.6 
TiO2(112)   142.7             −27.1            −30.4             −33.7     301.8      −23.8            −24.2            −19.9 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.3.3. Preparation of M1 models for DFT computations 
Since the number of electrons is a crucial limitation of DFT models, we had to restrict our 
models to systems with only several TiO2 molecules (usually 4–6 neutral oxides) and a fixed 
shape (see the models discussed in the section “M1 models” above). Five TiO2 
crystallographic planes were considered: (001), (100), (103), (110), and (112). These TiO2 
nanoparticles interacted with relatively large surface areas of the KLT model (see “M1 
models”). The models used for the DFT opt. were denoted M_001, M_100, M_103, M_110, 
M_112, Ma_103_1, and Ma_103_2 (see Table 1). The Ma_103_1 model contained the 
TiO2(103) nanoparticle anchored to the tetrahedral surface of KLT; in the Ma_103_2 model, 
the TiO2(103) nanoparticle is anchored to the octahedral surface of KLT (allowing a 
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comparison of the TiO2(103) model with all three “surfaces” from Fig. 2a). The surface 
reactivity presented a delicate problem. We had to keep the conditions for the valence 
electrons from the surface layer as consistent as possible. Therefore, atoms from the second 
and partially also from the third layer were taken into account, to ensure that no artificial 
interaction types were included. In this way, the surface model always contained more than 
100 atoms. The geometry of these atoms remained frozen in all calculations, and similarly the 
structure of TiO2 particle was kept fixed, as only marginal geometry changes can occur in a 
larger structure due to the neighboring atoms in the solid nanoparticle. Since the size and 
especially the surface of the TiO2 particle varied with the model used, all of the interaction 
energies obtained in our calculations were normalized to unit surface area (1Å2). All of the 
system geometries used (in x, y, z coordinates) are available upon request. 
 
2.4. Computation of the adhesion energy 
 
The interactions between the TiO2 nanoparticles and the KLT substrates were quantified using 








                                                Eq.1 
 
where Etot is the total energy of the nanocomposite (i.e., the TiO2 nanoparticle anchored to the 
KLT substrate). Etot,TiO2 is the total energy of the TiO2 nanoparticle, Etot,KLT is the total energy 
of the KLT substrate, and S is the surface area of the TiO2 nanoparticle adjacent to the KLT 
substrate. These energies were expressed in kcal·mol−1·Å−2. Basis set superposition error 
(BSSE) was not considered in the DFT opt. and DFT/UFF opt. calculations due to the large 
size of the whole cluster. 
 
2.5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) experiment 
 
Nanocomposite KLT/TiO2 particles were prepared in the following way. A suspension of 
nonpretreated KLT (SAK47; LB Minerals s.r.o., Horni Biiza, Czech Republic) and TiOSO4 
(Precheza a.s., Prerov, Czech Republic) was stirred for a while at laboratory temperature. In 
our typical experiment, 50 g of KLT were mixed with an appropriate volume of TiOSO4 in 
order to obtain the desired amount of TiO2 in the final composite. Then the suspension was 
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heated to 95°C and hydrolyzed by distilled water. After thermal hydrolysis, the resulting 
composite was washed several times with distilled water and dried at 105°C overnight. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to observe the prepared KLT/TiO2 
nanocomposite. The KLT substrate predominately formed disc-shaped platelets of orientation 
(001), which were attached to the carbon surface of the sample holder. The samples of KLT 
with TiO2 nanoparticles were coated with an Au/Pd film by chemical vapor deposition and 
observed using a Philips (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) XL30 scanning electron microscope. 
Images were obtained using a secondaryelectron detector. The preparation procedure and 
characterization methods used are described in detail in [21]. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. M1 models: comparison of DFT and MM approaches 
 
For the models optimized at the DFT level of computation (see “Preparation of M1 models 
for DFT computations”), the strongest adhesion energy Ead was obtained for the TiO2(103) 
nanoparticle (ca. −1.93 kcal·mol−1·Å−2), followed by the TiO2(112) nanoparticle, leading to 
the order 103 > 112 ≈ 100 > 110 > 001. All values of Ead normalized to 1 Å
2
 are listed in 
Table 1, where the results of single-point (SP) energy evaluations for MM-optimized 
geometries (DFT/MM opt.) and the values predicted by molecular mechanics with UFF are 
also shown. Including the basis set superposition error (BSSE) would decrease the values of 
adhesion energy (we assume), but the differences between the individual systems with M1 
models would be preserved, as follows from the results in Table 1. We will now concentrate 
on comparing the adsorption on the two different planes of the substrate KLT (001) (i.e., 
tetrahedral and octahedral) with that on the KLT(100) plane (i.e., the edge). One can see that 
the models containing TiO2 nanoparticles anchored to both the tetrahedral and octahedral 
planes of KLT(001) surfaces (i.e., models Ma_103_1 and Ma_103_2) exhibit lower Ead values 
than the same model (M_103) of TiO2 attached to the KLT(100) surface. Actually, their 
adhesion energies are also the lowest in reality. The same fact is also observed for all TiO2 
nanoparticles in the M2 and M3 models. Our second comparison deals with the same 
substrate plane and various orientations of the interacting TiO2 nanoparticle. Taking into 
account only the KLT(100)/TiO2 models, listing them in descending order of Ead allows us to 
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compare the three following series. Only the Miller indices of the TiO2 planes are used 
instead of the full notation of the models for the sake of simplicity. 
 
(103) > (112) ≈ (100) > (110) > (001)  M1_KLT(100)/TiO2  (DFT opt.) 
(103) > (112) ≈ (100) > (001) ≈ (110)  M1_KLT(100)/TiO2  (DFT/UFF opt.) 
(103) ≈ (112) > (001) ≈ (100) > (110)  M1_KLT(100)/TiO2  (UFF opt.) 
 
The first motivation to perform DFT/UFF opt. calculations was the possibility of directly 
comparing the structures obtained by both the QM and the MM techniques at the same 
computational level. This allows us to investigate why the minima order changes with the 
level. From Table 1, it follows that all DFT/UFF values are visibly smaller (due to “optimal” 
relaxation of the DFT opt. models), which also indicates the importance of covalent bonding 
between the nanoparticle and substrate. Such an interaction is not possible at the MM level. 
Based on this comparison, because the highest adhesion energy obtained at all three 
computational levels is the same, the covalent contributions in the (103), (112), and (110) 
models must be similar. This gives us a fair degree of confidence that the molecular modeling 
results are accurate. Only some small deviations for the adhesion energies of (001) systems 
are observed. 
 
3.2. M2 and M3 models 
 
Adhesion energies Ead per Å
2
 for the optimized structures of the M2 and M3 models are listed 
in Table 2. It is apparent that Ead is significantly higher for models containing TiO2 
nanoparticles anchored to the KLT(100) edges, while it is lower for KLT(001)Si and 
KLT(001)OH substrates. The Ead values for TiO2 nanoparticles interacting with KLT(001)OH 
are slightly higher than those for TiO2 nanoparticles anchored to KLT(001)Si. This is caused 
by the negative charge of the octahedra. The M2 and M3 models can be ordered according to 
decreasing Ead as follows: 
 
(112) > (100) > (103) ≈ (001) > (110)  M2_KLT(001)Si/TiO2 
(112) > (103) > (100) ≈ (001) > (110)  M2_KLT(001)OH/TiO2 
(112) > (100) > (001) > (103) > (110)  M2_KLT(100)/TiO2 
(100) > (112) > (103) > (001) > (110)  M3_KLT(001)Si/TiO2 
(100) > (112) > (103) ≈ (001) > (110)  M3_KLT(001)OH/TiO2 
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(100) > (001) > (103) > (112) > (110)  M3_KLT(100)/TiO2 
 
Only a weak interaction is obtained for the model M3_KLT(100)/TiO2(112): Ead value is ca. 
−20 kcal·mol−1·Å−2, while the strongest interaction is predicted for the M2_KLT(100)/ 
TiO2(112) model (with Ead = −34 kcal·mol
−1·Å−2). A similar preference for the (112) plane of 
the nanoparticle can also be observed for the other two substrate planes in the M2 model (see 
Table 2). In the case of the M2_KLT(100)/TiO2(112) system, a quite unusual relative 
orientation of the TiO2(112) nanoparticle and the KLT(100) surface occurs that differs 
significantly from those of the other M2 models. While the TiO2(001), TiO2(100), TiO2(103), 
and TiO2(110) nanoparticles are oriented practically parallel with the KLT(100) surface, the 
TiO2(112) nanoparticle is inclined at an angle of ca. 24° to the KLT(100) surface (see Fig. 4).  
 
 
Fig. 4 TiO2(112) nanoparticle in the model M2_KLT(100)/TiO2(112). Ti: gray, O: red, H: white, Si: beige, Al: 
pink.  
 
This specific orientation leads to two titanium atoms from the TiO2 nanoparticle being in the 
proximity of two oxygens from the KLT(100) surface. The distances between the Ti and O 
atoms [d(Ti–O)] are 2.1 and 2.4 Å, respectively. Despite the fact that no new chemical 
(coordination covalent) bonds can form within the MM, they are easily inferred to exist based 
on the distances between these atoms. the TiO2 nanoparticle and the nearest oxygens of the 
KLT substrate in the other M2 models is larger than ~ 2.8 Å. This shows that the 
M2_KLT(100)/TiO2(112) model is exceptional. There is another important difference 
between the TiO2(112) cluster and the other nanoparticles. In contrast to the other modeled 
crystallographic planes of the TiO2 anatase structure, there are no (112) planes in the [112] 
direction that contain both titanium and oxygen atoms; they each contain all titanium atoms or 
all oxygen atoms, as shown in Fig. 5.  
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 Fig. 5 Side view of the TiO2(112) nanoparticle. The titanium atoms adjacent to the kaolinite substrate are shown 
at the bottom. It is apparent that each atomic layer in the [112] direction contains either oxygen or titanium 
atoms, but not a mixture of both. Ti: gray, O: red. 
 
If we place the M2 models in order of energy, practically the same preference for individual 
nanoparticles interacting with different substrate planes can be seen. The least favorite 
nanoparticle plane is (110). For the M3 models, general agreement that the (100) nanoparticle 
provides the strongest adhesion is apparent. The larger (112) nanoparticle does not interact 
with the substrate as strongly, mainly due to the fact that specific (local) interactions are not 
possible for these larger structures. In accord with the M2 model, the (110) plane is the least 
preferable. 
 
3.3. Comparison of the M1, M2, and M3 models 
 
The adhesion energies of the various M1, M2, and M3 models in the interactions of TiO2 
nanoparticles with the surface of the KLT(100) substrate can be placed in the following order: 
 
(103) > (112) ≈ (100) > (110) > (001)  M1_KLT(100)/TiO2  (DFT opt.) 
(103) > (112) ≈ (100) > (001) ≈ (110)  M1_KLT(100)/TiO2  (DFT/UFF opt.) 
(103) ≈ (112) > (001) ≈ (100) > (110)  M1_KLT(100)/TiO2  (UFF opt.) 
(112) > (100) > (001) > (103) > (110)  M2_KLT(100)/TiO2 
(100) > (001) > (103) > (112) > (110)  M3_KLT(100)/TiO2 
 
Some differences between the smallest M1 and the larger M2 models can be explained by the 
fact that the structure of the TiO2 nanoparticle in the M2 (and M3) models is not fixed during 
the optimization process. The fixed positions of all atoms in the smallest M1 model are 
enforced by its structural simplicity. Based on the order of adhesion energies for the M2 and 
M3 models, it is clear that the preferred orientation of the TiO2 nanoparticles changes when 
larger TiO2 nanoparticles are formed. As already mentioned above, taking into account the 
structural differences between the optimized M2 and M3 models, it can be stated that the size 
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of the TiO2 nanoparticle plays a significant role in its orientation with respect to the KLT 
substrate. While the smaller nanoparticles in the M2 models (and analogously also in the M1 
models) can adopt various positions with respect to the KLT surface (i.e., they do not have to 
align parallel with the plane of the KLT substrate), the bigger nanoparticles in the M3 models 
are much more constrained in terms of their motion due to their size and the resulting larger 
adjacent surface. Moreover, they are also more rigid due to the larger covalently bonded 
neighborhood. 
 
3.4. M2 and M3 models: substrates and nanoparticles with zero charges 
 
In order to compare the values of Ead for neutral and charged M2 and M3 models, the KLT 
substrate plus TiO2(112) nanoparticle system was modified such that the KLT substrate was 
neutralized to the overall formula of (Al1254)(Si1296)O3150(OH)2646 with zero layer charge. The 
TiO2(112) nanoparticles were modified in a similar manner. While the total number of atoms 
remained the same, the stoichiometric ratio changed from Ti39O75 to Ti38O76 in the M2 model, 
and similarly from Ti78O153 to Ti77O154 in the M3 model. Comparing values of Ead in Table 2 
and Table 3, it is clear that the electroneutral model does not match with experimental SEM 
observations, which indicated that TiO2 nanoparticles are preferentially anchored to KLT 
edges (see Fig. 6).  
 
Table 3  
The adjacent surface sizes of stoichiometric TiO2 nanoparticles and adhesion energies per Å
2
. These values are 
provided for both TiO2(112) nanoparticles [i.e., M2-TiO2(112) and M3-TiO2(112)] and for all three types of 
KLT surface (i.e., basal tetrahedral surface of KLT, edge of KLT, and basal octahedral surface of KLT). The 
KLT substrate has zero layer charge. 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
TiO2 nanoparticles    Size of adjacent  Adhesion energy (kcal/mol/Å
2) 
on KLT                  surface (Å2)                ____________________________________________ 
 
KLT(001) Si  KLT(001) OH     KLT (001) 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
M2_TiO2(112)  142.68   −24.80   −31.96  −21.99 
M3_TiO2(112)  301.82   −25.48   −25.74   −14.80 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Such a structural arrangement of the TiO2/KLT nanocomposite was also observed by Kočí et 
al. [22]. That group used the TiOSO4 precursor and KLT in the as-received state, just as we 
did [21]. Nevertheless, another observation was made by Chong et al. and Vimonses et al., 
who published works describing the preparation of a TiO2/KLT nanocomposite with a more 
or less uniform distribution of TiO2 nanoparticles on the KLT substrate [14,20]. However, 
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they used another preparation method. In both works, a Ti(IV) butoxide precursor was used 
instead of TiOSO4. Moreover, Chong et al. pretreated the pure KLT with NaOH (the resulting 
pH of the supernatant was 10) [20] and calcined the KLT at 750°C. Vimonses et al. performed 
a series of acid (H2SO4)/alkaline (NaOH)/thermal (calcination at 750°C) treatments to alter 
the surface properties of the KLT [14]. Taking into account that the dehydroxylation of KLT 
to the metakaolinite phase occurs in the temperature range 450–700 °C [48,49,50], we are 
actually dealing with a different type of material in these two works [14,20]. In the case of 
KLT(100), Ead was weaker than those for both KLT(001)Si and KLT(001)OH.  
 
 
Fig. 6 SEM micrograph of clusters of TiO2 nanoparticles (dark clusters) growing on the edges [KLT(100)] of a 
kaolinite particle. A single TiO2 nanoparticle can be seen in the upper left corner 
 
The Ead values for KLT(100) are about one-third lower than the corresponding values for 
charged systems, clearly demonstrating the role of the additional electrostatic contribution. 
The original charged setting for molecular modeling follows from the known experimental 
constitutions of the samples. Nevertheless, the average change in the adhesion energy on both 
the KLT(001)Si and KLT(001)OH surfaces is only about 6% different from that for charged 
KLT(100) planes (cf. Table 2 and Table 3). This shows that a substantial difference (a 
reduction of about 8 kcal·mol−1·Å−2) only occurs for the M2 and M3 models in the interaction 
of TiO2 nanoparticles with the KLT(100) surface. Taking into account the method actually 
used to prepare TiO2/KLT nanocomposites [21], and the SEM observations of the final 
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4. Conclusions 
 
In this study, the results of molecular modeling were compared with those of ab initio 
calculations for small M1 models. Acceptable correspondence in terms of the preference for 
various planes of TiO2 nanoparticles on the KLT substrate was obtained. In accord with 
experimentally observed SEM results, the TiO2 nanoparticles in all (M1, M2, M3) sets of 
models explored exhibited a tendency to adhere to the KLT(100) surface (i.e., the KLT edge). 
Comparing the M2 and M3 models, the lower flexibility of the larger TiO2 nanoparticles in 
the set of M3 models led to significantly lower adhesion to the KLT surface. All three sets of 
models treated in this work predicted larger adhesion energies at the KLT(001)OH surface 
than at the KLT(001)Si surface. Because new bond formation is not allowed in molecular 
modeling using an empirical force field, we used the adhesion energy and measured the 
distances between atoms instead. The fact that covalent bonds were only formed during the 
DFT computation in the models that had the highest adhesion energies (when treated by UFF) 
shows that these two approaches are in good agreement. 
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